
Close Brothers Motor Finance are dedicated to supporting you 
with any obligations that come with holding your FCA authorised 
status, enabling you to offer motor finance products to your 
customers. Your obligations can change over time, and we’re 
committed to keeping you up to date when changes occur across 
our industry.

What’s changing? 
In October 2019, the FCA published a consultation paper ‘Motor finance 
discretionary commission models and consumer credit commission disclosure’, 
which set out ways to keep our industry fair and safe and improve outcomes 
for our shared customers. The FCA have since confirmed their rules by issuing 
their Policy Statement in July 2020, which amongst other changes, introduces 
updated rules for credit brokers in relation to commission disclosure.

You may already be familiar with the circumstances when you must disclose 
commission to a customer. However, the FCA found a high incidence of firms 
not complying with some of their existing rules. The FCA’s Policy Statement 
therefore provides greater clarity on the ways fair outcomes for customers can 
be achieved, by ensuring they are given enough information to help them make 
an informed decision about their finance purchase. One key piece of information 
needed to enable customers to make an informed choice is making them aware 
of the presence and nature of commission paid to a finance broker.

The FCA undertook a number of mystery shopping exercises on dealerships 
to understand processes more clearly and we can expect them to use this, 
and other methods when they begin their supervisory work on the market in 
September 2021.
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Commission Disclosure



What changes have we made in relation to commission disclosure?
We have improved our documentation to tell customers that we may make a payment 
to you for arranging the finance for them. 

The wording has been updated in the following places:

  All quotes you generate through our Showroom system 

  Customer Key Facts document 

  Customer finance agreements 

  The ‘Treating Customers Fairly’ page on our website 

What do you need to do?
You should already be disclosing the existence of commission but the changes we 
have made may prompt the customer to ask you about the amount of commission. 
The FCA rules require you to:

  Disclose the likely or known amount of commission payment from us or another 
lender.  

  Prominently disclose any commission payable if this information may affect your 
impartiality, or may materially impact the customer’s decision to take out finance. 
For example, if you are paid more commission by a particular lender or in relation to 
a specific product.

What else do I need to do?
  You should review the policy statement yourself and apply any relevant changes to 

your business.

  You must review your financial promotions material and sales processes in line with 
the updated regulation. Our revised Financial Promotions Online Guide reflects the 
new rules around this. You can find this on our website.

Where can I get more information?
The updated rules apply to you from 28 January 2021.

To reflect the updated FCA rules, we have added or amended sections in the following 
places:

  Dealer and Broker Conduct Guide (page 15)

  Financial Promotions Online Guide (page 13)

Please ensure you read these thoroughly to understand your obligations, and any 
sales process or financial promotion material that may need to be updated to reflect 
these changes.

Please speak to your Account Manager if you have any questions


